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INTRODUCTION

Due to Covid-19 we are forced to live distanced from each other. 

However, we do realize we want to meet face to face after this 

difficult period of time. Our goal is to be able to organise all events 

safely. The most important thing here is that everyone must feel 

safe. This brings us to “Social Distancing Events”. 

In this infosheet we show you, based on floor plans and 

accompanying texts, various ways in which distance rules can 

be practiced at future events on our ships. We have worked out 

multiple set-ups and drawn up floor plans that show the capacity, 

so that it is clear how a distance of 1.5 meters can be maintained 

at events. 

The floorplans render the minimum amount of guests 

(size of the table and groups from the same household, will 

increase the capacity)

In addition, there are of course possibilities of online events, which 

we can also carry out without any problems. Ranging from time 

slot events to hybrid- and livestream events. 

 

We are ready for the future!

 

*This document is based on the Covid Event Risk Model and the 

current legislation. In the event of other measures of the Belgium 

Government, we will adjust this document to these guidelines.

 



THE ORIGINAL
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CONFERENCE
1.5 meter floor plan

1. Central area

2. Balcony

 SEATED PLACES
NUMBER OF GUESTS

•  Central area   100

•  Balcony  37

•  Upper deck  146

•  Total   283

3. Outside terrace
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SIT DOWN DINNER
1.5 meters floor plans

1. Central area

2. Balcony

 SEATED PLACES
NUMBER OF GUESTS

•  Central area   86

•  Balcony  58

•  Outside terrace  180

•  Total   324

3. Outside terrace
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RECEPTION*
1.5 meters floor plans 

1. Central area

2. Balcony

 SEATED PLACES
NUMBER OF GUESTS

•  Central area   82

•  Balcony  50

•  Outside terrace  176

•  Total   308

3. Outside terrace

*Combination of high and low tables (customized setting with more capacity is possible)
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COMPANY EVENT
1.5 meters floor plans

1. Central area

2. Balcony

 STANDING PLACES
NUMBER OF GUESTS

•  Central area 167

•  Balcony  102

•  Outside terrace  180

•  Total   449

3. Outside terrace



THE FUTURA
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CONFERENCE
1.5 meters floor plans

1. Central area 2. Lounge deck

3. Outside terrace

 SEATED PLACES
NUMBER OF GUESTS

•  Central area   60

•  Lounge deck  50

•  Outside terrace  68

•  VIP deck  49

•  Total   227

4. VIP deck
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SIT DOWN DINNER
1.5 meters floor plans

1. Central area 2. Lounge deck

3. Outside terrace

 SEATED PLACES
NUMBER OF GUESTS

•  Central area   56

•  Lounge deck  46

•  Outside terrace  70

•  VIP deck  40

•  Total   212

4. VIP deck
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RECEPTION*
1.5 meters floor plans

1. Central area 2. Lounge deck

3. Outside terrace

 SEATED PLACES
NUMBER OF GUESTS

•  Central area   44

•  Lounge deck  44

•  Outside terrace  60

•  VIP deck  32

•  Total   180

4. VIP deck

*Combination of high and low tables (customized setting with more capacity is possible)
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COMPANY EVENT
1.5 meters floor plans

1. Central area 2. Lounge deck

3. Outside terrace

 STANDING PLACES
NUMBER OF GUESTS

•  Central area 88

•  Lounge deck  83

•  Outside terrace  112

•  VIP deck  70

•  Total   353

4. VIP deck
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POSSIBILITIES SOCIAL DISTANCING EVENTS

Time slot events
Our goal is to keep all events safe and make people feel safe. That’s why we have been busy preparing several possibilities. 

Hereby, we introduce the so called ‘time slot events’. Which means visitors will register for a certain time frame. The 

advantage of working in time slots is that everyone will get the time and space to talk to each other in a safe way.

 

If you work with time slots during an event, you will divide the amount of guests in several shifts in one day. Your guests will 

be present for a shorter period of time, but they will have the complete congress/event experience where they can network  

with each other live. The goal of time slots is to receive as many guests as possible. A big advantage is that in terms of costs it 

is more inexpensive than a full programme.
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ONLINE EVENTS

Livestream
Organising meetings is currently difficult due to Covid-19. 

Nevertheless, you can contact us for your general members 

meeting or congress, which can be held via a livestream. 

OCEANDIVA offers live streaming as one of the solutions for 

the 1.5 meters economy. 

With live streaming you can still let the event go ahead and 

reach people remotely. They follow live to what’s happening 

during your lecture or general staff meeting.   

The advantage of a livestream on board of our ships 

is the inspiring environment. What do you think of a 

beautiful boardroom table on stage with the stakeholders 

on The FUTURA with the beautiful water scenery in the 

background? Imagine the Havenhuis in Antwerp or the 

Heembeekkaai in Brussels. Given we have around 1001 

mooring places to dock, the possibilities are limitless.
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Hybrid
At a hybrid event the online part of the event has to be more than only a live video stream, there has to be interaction. This 

interaction has to stimulate the participants. When this goes well, a hybrid event can generate 10 times more coverage 

compared to a physical event. It’s about the perception you offer the online participants. 

The visitors who participate from home, behind their laptop, will have an unique experience thanks to a dynamic online 

platform and possibly a beautiful “experience box” filled with a personal note, a delicious bite and/or drink and the program.

What are the success factors when organizing a hybrid event?

•  Perception! When you are constantly looking at the same image, you will get bored soon. Use multiple camera’s to 

create a dynamic image of the event location for the online participant. 

• Attention! The online participants have to actively be involved in the physical event. Give online participants the 

opportunity to ask questions, which can be answered directly by the speaker at the physical event. Let them actively 

participate in the program through a poll. You can provide them an extra feature which can be offered by the end of the 

program, such as a Download-Link for the presentation(s).

•  Connect offline with online! Use a chat tool, so that the offline and online participants can connect with each other.

• Promote the physical event but also the online broadcast, clearly explain why the online broadcast can be so interesting. 

Is there an important speaker present or are interesting guests attending?

•  Fill the breaks with, for example, an exclusive interview with one of the speakers. 

•  Make clear by sound and vision, what the questions are from the physical location and from the online participants. 

*The difference between a livestream event and a hybrid event is at a livestream event there is no direct interaction 

between the online audience, the participant watches from home behind the laptop. A hybrid event is a combination of a 

physical event and an online event. At a hybrid event there is interaction.
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GUIDELINES & SAFETY

Protocols 

OCEANDIVA offers the possibility to organize a tailor-made event. Our event ships are not only large, but the rooms are 

also spacious, which makes many things possible without losing sight of the safety precautions. Together with you, we will 

take care of an event on board with safety first. Of course we follow the guidelines of the “Covid Event Risk Model”. In 

addition to these guidelines, scientific experts, specialized researchers and the Alliance of the Belgium Event Federation 

have joined forces and have drawn up a protocol for the event industry as part of Covid-19.

This Covid-19 protocol creates a framework for the safe organisation and attendance of events. With this protocol we 

would like to show you how we as OCEANDIVA take responsibility for the safety and how we organise events in the 1.5 

meters economy. 

For the most updated protocols we refer you to the Covid Event Risk Model. 

For the most updated measures on Covid-19, concerning events, we refer you to the website of the Belgium Government. 

Both websites will be updated based on the current developments.

Ventilation
One of the most important aspects is a good ventilation of the rooms. Our ships are not only equipped with good air 

purifiers, but also the essential HEPA filters (blows clean air in and blows old air out). HEPA was originally developed for 

space travel, but is now used in air purifiers to eliminate indoor air pollution.  In addition to the air cleaner and filter, ships 

are of course also equipped with air conditioning.
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